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DK CHILDREN. Paperback. Condition: New. 60 pages. Dimensions: 10.8in. x 8.4in. x 0.4in.Support the
expanding science skills of children ages 6 and 7 in DK Workbooks: Science: Grade 1. Topics include
differences between day and night, animal homes, types of soil, and other areas of science taught
in a first grade classroom. Help your child move to the head of the class! DK Workbooks: Science is
an innovative series of workbooks aligned to school curriculum that helps make learning easy and
fun. Each title is packed with exercises and activities to strengthen knowledge from the science
lessons taught in school. Developed in consultation with curriculum experts, these science
workbooks reinforce learning and understanding of key concepts such as force and motion,
materials, and ecosystems. A parents section contains answers, tips, and guidance to provide
support, and a certificate of achievement will reinforce confidence in kids by rewarding their
accomplishments. Supports the Common Core State Standards. This item ships from multiple
locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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This is the very best book i actually have read till now. It is loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just easily could get a satisfaction of reading a created
ebook.
-- Ena  Huel-- Ena  Huel

Here is the best ebook i actually have go through until now. It really is simplistic but shocks within the fi y percent in the ebook. Your daily life period will
probably be transform once you total reading this book.
-- Ela ina  Funk-- Ela ina  Funk
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